When to Use MSG Types 3, 4, and 5 for WPL and IET programs

**Workplace Literacy (WPL)**
Start here if the participant is in a **WPL program**

Did the program set milestones with the employer prior to training that are needed for the job?

- **Yes**
  - Can use MSG Type 4 if documented progress
- **No**
  - Cannot Use MSG Types 3, 4, 5

**Integrated Education and Training (IET) Program**
Start here if the participant is in a **IET program**

Is the training offered through a postsecondary institution?

- **Yes**
  - Can use MSG Type 3 with satisfactory progress
- **No**
  -

Is there an assessment measuring the technical and occupational skills taught in the IET program?

- **Yes**
  - Can use MSG Type 5 for exam passage or documented progress
- **No**
  - Cannot use MSG Type 5

Are there interim milestones tied to the occupation set with employer prior to IET?

- **Yes**
  - Can use MSG Type 4 if documented progress
- **No**
  - Cannot use MSG Type 4

**Other Type of Program:**
Cannot Use MSG Types 3, 4, and 5